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Accommodation 
Arranging accommodation in Amsterdam was an easy process. The application through 
the housing corporations pretty much guarantees you a room but where you get placed 
completely depends on luck.  When applying the only choice we got was between four 
possible price ranges: 

1) Private room with private facilities 
2) Large private room with shared facilities 
3) Small private room with shared facilities 
4) Shared room with shared facilities 

I went for option 3) as figured that sharing facilities and communal areas would be a 
good way to meet more people.  I got amazingly lucky and got put in this student dorm 
right on the Prinsengracht Canal in central Amsterdam. The room was a really good size 
despite the fact I had ticked small and it had its own kitchenette in it. As I ticked shared 
facilities I shared a toilet and shower with just one other person. My dorm was 
awesome, it had R.As that organized events and a great communal garden and lounge 
where we could have parties. The building only had 100 people in it and we all got to 
know each other really well it was almost like being back in UniCol.  Some buildings, like 
mine, are dorm rooms however others are more like small apartments. There is the 
option of declining the room you get offered and finding your own accommodation.  I 
know one girl that did this because she got put in the student dorms out at ‘Diemen’.  I 
never went out there so can’t go into much detail but the problem is it’s just really far 
away.  I didn’t venture out much to other buildings but other really central buildings are 
Prins Hendrikkade and Wesperstraat.  
 
Some of the buildings qualify for a housing allowance from the Dutch government if you 
are over 23 and studying.  You should look into this but do it sooner rather than later! I 
qualified but as I left it too late I couldn’t get through the paperwork and attend the 
meeting before leaving Amsterdam so get onto it immediately!  
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
Academics 
I was studying at the University’s Faculty of Business and Economics.  Big warning if you 
are thinking of doing economics in Amsterdam, it is MUCH harder than economics at 
Otago.  To be able to do any of the 300 level Economics papers, a background of calculus 
is required.  The economics students at Amsterdam follow a set program of core papers 
each year including compulsory econometrics and each course just assumes you know 
these equations by the time you are in 3rd year and launches straight into the new 
course without brushing over any of the equations.  This was a big problem for me 
having always chosen the economics papers at Otago with the least amount of maths. 
The course descriptions mentioned nothing about needing this mathematical 
background knowledge and I had to withdraw from two of my economics papers and it 
was quite stressful trying to find ones that I had a hope of passing as only a limited 
number of economics papers are offered each block.  
Exchange students going for one semester are there for two 8 week blocks in the 
semester. It differs for each faculty but the business faculty launches straight into it in 
week 1 with readings and even for some courses weekly assignments.  My courses had 3 
weeks of teaching, week 4 had no class but had mid terms and then 3 more weeks of 
class before the final exam in week 8 so it all went very quick.  For all of my courses I 
had to keep up with my readings as the tutorials are very ‘hands on’ and 2 of my courses 
had weekly assignments based on the readings.  Although I felt that more work was 
required of me for each course, I also still had a lot of spare time because of the semester 
being broken up and only having to do 2 courses at a time so it all balanced out.   
Despite Economics being harder there I would still recommend the University of 
Amsterdam as it is a reputable uni with a large number of courses offered in English.  
 
Transportation 
Definitely worth getting a bike, you need them to get absolutely everywhere and it’s all 
part of the experience.  You can buy second hand bikes at heaps of stores around the city 
or at the Waterlooplein markets.  Chances are at the Waterlooplein markets as soon as 
they hear you speaking English they will try and charge you 100 euro for some piece of 
junk as they will assume you will just pay that so don’t be afraid to bargain it down and 
take it for a test drive first – check it has a chain guard and that the tyres and breaks are 
in good condition.  
 
Also has a great tram system, buy a chip card straight away as the 1 hour/24 hour 
passes are a rip off, whereas the swipe on/off card is only around 1euro a trip.  I only 
needed to use the metro train twice as I lived so central I never needed it but there is 
one.  
 

 
 
 



 
Weather 
When I arrived in August it was actually really hot, even got up to 30 degrees.  My 
building was so insulated that I had to sleep with my window open every night for the 
entire first month.  In Autumn it rained a bit but nowhere near as much as I thought it 
would.  Winter was really mild this year while I was there, December had plenty of blue 
sky and by the time I left mid January it was still having daily highs of 7 or 8 degrees so 
actually not too bad! However apparently last winter was quite severe so you just never 
know.   Everywhere is so insulated (unlike Dunedin) and has coat checks so it’s really 
not a problem how cold it gets!  
 
Eating 
Amsterdam is really good for food and even not so bad for coffee if you can find the right 
spots.  I lived right near the ‘9 straats’ which is a shopping district with lots of boutiques 
and cafes.  There were a few places around there that did good coffee and food.  There is 
also a kiwi owned café near Museumplein called ‘Bakers and Roasters’, it’s mostly New 
Zealanders that work there and they do good Kiwi breakfasts that you won’t find 
anywhere else like eggs benedict and that kind of thing.   My neighbour who was a Kiwi 
actually got a part time job here for the semester so could be a good place to go look if 
you wanted some extra cash as they love hiring Kiwis.  
 
A good restaurant is the Italian chain ‘Vapiano’ – really great Italian food for cheap and a 
nice environment.  Everyone I took here for dinner loved it – there is one next to central 
station and also one in Rembrantdplein. 
 
Places to visit 
I visited the Anne Frank house, Van Gogh and Rijksmuseum and enjoyed all 3 – I bought 
a museum card which was around 50euros and I think I just broke even as I went to 
some of them twice when I had guests to stay and then I managed to sell it onwards for 
20 euro.  I don’t think they are that necessary though, it’s easy enough to borrow 
someone else’s or buy one second hand on the student online market page on Facebook!  
 
I didn’t do that much travelling outside of Amsterdam itself around the Netherlands as 
when I had the chance to go somewhere I usually went a bit further but I did go to this 
little village only a 20 minute train ride away from Amsterdam called Zaanse Schans 
with these historic windmills, it was really pretty I would recommend it as a visit.  
 

 
This is the amazing view from my room on Prinsengracht! It was overall like living in a 
dream come true, I could not have asked for a more beautiful city to do my exchange in! 
I could honestly live in Amsterdam forever so I highly recommend choosing the 
University of Amsterdam for your exchange! 


